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Hello everyone! I have something to share with you guys today: a
rough idea and some concept art I did back at the end of last year, in
the order in which I drew them: Possibly the hilt of some kind of blade
(maybe a short sword or a mace)? Maybe the box that serves as the
main part of the hilt? The details I drew are not very precise and could
be changed quite a bit... This would be a great weapon, in my opinion...
What do you think? So with this in mind I did some of my best guesses
and decided I'd show you the best of them. I could only suggest many
ideas to you, but I hope that you agree with me and give me some tips
and ideas! The first picture is the only one I really like (I have no idea
why!), but I think it's about right. Another idea, a little more realistic:
This is the most realistic (for the lack of a better term) I can get, and I
think it's rather close to the Japanese anime style: The second I thought
about a sword that had a tassel at the end: The third is my favorite,
that looks very much like what the Japanese games tend to do: The
fourth is my least favorite: The fifth I really like, but I'm not sure it's
meant to be

Elden Ring Features Key:
Roleplay: Multi-player online RPG (Including Domination and Massively
Multiplayer Online Roleplaying)

Welcome the power of the Kingdom of Elden
Unite as brothers and sisters who are sworn to protect
and protect
Gather around a single leader, learn from the wisdom of
the elder and lead your people with grace
If you are going through a trouble

Resolve it tactfully
Draw strength from the people and the Elden
Ring

Multiplayer Online RPG
Implement realtime 3D graphics
Players’ own moves and actions can be reflected on the
other’s screen
A dynamic world that will change to respond to your
actions
Compete with players from all over the world
Real-time button-press responses to combat
Use mind-reading skills to read their opponents’
purposes
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Dance step by step with your partner using the Force of
conjugate phenomena
Run with the courage and speed of the Wounded King
Hunt monsters using a bow
Earn strength and receive mysterious gifts from the
world
Get rewards from quests & missions with your favorite
partner
Play your part along with the nations and people around
you
Discover the different background and characteristics of
each character at dialogue scenes
Get an extra special end to the scenario depending on
party member’s status (sleeping, unconscious, etc.)
Various other online features
* In-game registration required to play online

Domination-Style Online Battle
Execute the plans of your enemies using special effects such as projectiles,
arealy electric fields, lift blocks, and others
Draw the enemies’ attention, and use a clear and complete strategy to win
Turn your allies into Fervor using Herald’s Blood
Explore the map freely and reveal new surprises
Satisfy your ambition and defeat your arch rival
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